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ON RELATIONS OF CURVATURE TENSORS

OVER SEN’S SYSTEM OF AFFINE

CONNECTIONS

Nota (*) di HRISHIKES SEN (a Oalc’U.tta)

In this paper an attempt has been made to generalise in
a certain way some properties of curvature tensor in Rieman-
nian geometry. In course of his investigations on parallel
displacements of vectors in a Riemannian space, Prof. R. N. Sen
(Sen, 1950 a) has obtained a system of affine connection s which
behaves in a very interesting manner.

His system may briefly be described as follows: Consider in a
Riemannian space with the fundamental tensor gtj an arbitrary
parallel displacement of a contravariant vector ~t defined by

Denoting the covariant derivative with respect to the paral-
lelism (1.1) by a comma followed by indices, consider, along with
(1.1) two other parallelisms given by

which are respectively called the associate and conjugate
of (1.1).

Denoting the coefficients of the three affine connections by

(*) Pervenuta in Redazione il 5 settembre 1958.
Indirizzo Department of Pure Mathematics, University,

Calcutta (India).
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the notations

it is seen that the coefficients have the involutory properly,

Parallelism (1.1) is called self-associate if a = a* and self-

conjugate if a = a’. Further if we put

we obtain the following cyclic sequence of 12 terms (if they
are all distinct):

The sequence (1.3) is then used to construct the following
coefficients of affine connections’

where ap., aq belong to the sequence (1.3). Sen’s system of affine
connections generated by a is finally formed to consist of all
affine connections which are generated by repeated applications
of *, / on the set (1.4). In this system, the Christoffel symbol
(which define the Iaei.I-Civita parallelism) are given by
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Levi-C’ivita parallelism is the only parallelism in Sen’s system
which is both self-associate and self-conjugate.

In a subsequent paper Sen (Sen, 1950 b) has obtained some
fundamental relations connecting curvature tensors formed by
the coefficients of affine connections of the system. We state
the following result from his work as w-e shall need it frequently
in our discussion.

Let riJ and L:j correspond to two arbitrary affine con-

nections and let

If L(jk and 4Y(jk be the curvature tensors formed with
r~., y L~ and respectively, then

Consequently if b = Li~ , c = ~’s~ , coi=

respond to any four affine connections such that

then

where

Similarly for the other curvature tensors in (1.7). As an
aplication of (1.7), Sen has shown that since, by (1.5 J,
, ~

it follows immediately that
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Now w e know that the fully covariant Riemannian cur-

vature tensor satisfies the following relations with re-

gard to indices :

and

where semi-colon denotes covariant derivative with respect to
Levi-Civita parallelism. For any arbitrary affine connection

a = write

It is then obvious from (1.8) that satisfies the property
of the indices (1.10). It is also obvious that if a is self-conjugate,
then Thijk satisfies the cyclical property (1.11). Further, writing

Sen ( Sen, 1950 b) has shown that

Accordingly, if a is self-associate, satisfies the pro-

perty (1.12).
The relation (1.16) may he considered to be a generalisation

of (1.12).
There are 6 such formulae over Sen’s sequence (1.3), na-

mely those formed with respect to the pairs (al , ~2)? ~4)?
... , (all, 

In this paper we propose to generalise the relations ( 1.11 ),
(1.13) and the Bianchi identities (1.14) over Sen’s system of
affine connections.
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2. - The relations (1.10) to (1.13) are not all independent.
In this section we take up analogous consideration with regard
to an arbitrary affine connection. Put

It is easily seen that is skew in the 3 pairs of

suffixes i, j, k. 2Åhi1k is skew in pairs of suffixes k.

Bhijk is symmetric in h, i but skew in j. k. And Dhilk -~- Djkhi = O.
We establish the following properties:

This is easily seen by writing out in terms of and

simplifying.

Proof is the same as above.

For, we have

Again, since B1djk = 0, we have

Adding, we get Similarly for the others.

For

Conversely,

This property remains unchanged if is replaced by
· 

’
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This is easily proved.

6) Let r~ be self -con j ugate. Then from (1.16), by taking
the sum of cyclic permutations and remembering that

0, we have 0. Thus it is seen that if r!, 6
is self-conjugate, then

but and are not necessarily zero.

3. - In this and the next section we generalise the rela-

tions (1.11) and (1.13) over Sen’s system of affine connections.
For this purpose we adopt the f ollowing notation. If ap and

aq are any two terms of the sequence (1.3), put

Now let us suppose that a. and all are conjugate to one
another.

Then are self -conj ugate. Hen-

ce using notations (1.15) and (2.1), we get

Accordingly, from (1.9) we arrive at the following result:

In the sequence (1.3), the pairs a,,), (?2 ~ a3), (a4 , G5)
are conjugate. Therefore the relations (3.2) over Sen’s system
give 3 formulae
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Again, by taking the cyclic permutations of (1.16)
and adding and using notation (2.1) we get

Therefore

Accordingly (3.3) reduces tao

The equations (3.3) or (3.4) give the required generalisa-
tion of (1.11).

4. - Let us put u = { t}, the Christoffel symbols. Then
ij

by (1.5)

Now

and

Also

Put

Then
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Therefore, using notation (1-8), we have, by (1.6)

Adding (4.1) and (4.2),

Again by (1.6),

Therefore (4.3) reduces to

Or,
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Also, interchanging p and q,

Taking half the sum of (4.4) and (4.5),

Now C (u ) = R:jk is the Riemannian curvature tensor which
satisfies Rhilk = O. Therefore, using notation (3.1), we
derive from (4.6) the following relation

The equation (.1. i ) may be considered as the required gene-
ralisation of (1.13).

5. - In this section we proceed to generalise Bianchi’s

identities (1.14) over Sen’s system of affine connections.

As before let r:; be the coefficients of an arbitrarv affine
connection and let rljk be the curvature tensor formed with

it. Denote the covariant derivative with respect to 1’~ by a
comma and put r~i - rt = Then by straightforward
calculation we derive

In particular when r:j is symmetric, 7~ == 0 and hence
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(5.1) reduces to

which is the identity of Bianchi for a symmetric connection.
3lultiplying (5.1) by ~ht and summing with respect to t.

we get

w-e have now to consider the equations (5.1) and (5.3)
over Sen’s system, it seems convenient to use the following
notations.

With reference to the sequence (1.3), put

It is immediately seen from (1.3) that

if p is even.

Also, we adopt the notation (3.1) for curvature tensors.
Further, denoting covariant derivative with respect to ap

by a solidus, put

Thus, since = a air!i , equations (5,1) and (5.3)
may be written as

and
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Now using these notations and applying (5.5) and (1.9), we

get from (5.1)

But

Similarly for

Therefore, applying (5.5)

Hence, from (5.7) and (5.8), we have finally
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Thus w-e have

The three equations (5.9) constitute the required generali-
matioii of the first of the identities (1.14t. We now proceed to

generalise the other part of (1.14). In order to do so we require
tlie following property which is obtained from (1.3):

Writing for derivative (".ith adopted
notation) of gtj

( with respect to ai , t78 is 

B « ap and aire negative of one another.

Now multiplying first of the equations (5.9) by Uht’ sum-

ming for t and applying (5.1 0), we get
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By ( 1.9 ), we have

Therefore the right-hand side of (5.11) becomes

Again, since and are symmetric, we

have from (5.3) and (5.10)

Similarly for

Therefore,
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Hence, from (5.12) and (5.13) we see that (5.11) finally
reduces to

Thus we have

The three equations (5.14) constitute the generalisation of
the second of the identities (1.14) over Sen’s system of affine

connections.

In conclusion, I acknowledge my grateful thanks to Prof.
R. 1T. Sen for suggesting the problem and for his helpful
guidance in the preparation of this paper.
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